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What happens when you click enter after typing kubectl 
apply for a pod? 

Where and what are these overheads? 

What is the PodOverhead feature? 

Why should you care? 





















kubectl get pods --all-namespaces 

NAMESPACE          NAME                             READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 

default                awesome-pod                    0/1     Pending      0                  100 years









kubectl get pods --all-namespaces 

NAMESPACE          NAME                             READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 

default                awesome-pod                    0/1   PodScheduled        0      100 years



















Pod Overhead?



Pod Overhead?



pod.resources 
!= 

sum(container[ ].resources)





PodOverhead 

Alpha feature, introduced in 1.16, which 
accounts for the overheads associated 

with running a pod.



1. Overhead fields are added to 
RuntimeClass and PodSpec definitions 

2. At admission time, update PodSpec to 
include overhead *iff* a valid overhead is 
specified in the specified RuntimeClass 

3.   Account for this overhead in remaining 
pod life-cycle / management Kubernetes

How it works 



kubectl get pod busybox-kata-qemu -o yaml







Changes Required



Who cares?



Users
Severely over-constrained: Oom…Why isn’t my workload 

running? 

over-constrained: inconsistent, poor performance 



[SHOW TINY-POD, kata-fc] 

Will deployment make it easier to  
quickly edit which runtimeClass?



Administrators
ResourceQuota doesn’t reflect reality 















Providers
No room in the pod slice?  We’ll just drop xyz into system 

slice, and hope that’s sized okay 

If we don’t account, who pays for it?



PodOverhead status

- Available in Kubernetes 1.16 as an alpha feature 

- Overheads are static - good starting point, but not always 

realistic 

- Expected to move to beta in 1.18 release



https://raw.githubusercontent.com/egernst/k8s-pod-overhead/master/kubeadm.yaml



Thanks! 



Learnings
• API Reviews can be painful, and are the longest pole in the 

tent


• Kubernetes makes use of a lot of auto-generated 
machinery, especially for API version conversions


• Feature wise, it is easy to get changes in Kubernetes which 
will improve node stability and/or more accurate accounting


• Time spent { coding << herding cats for reviews }


• Time spent coding:  
{ writing unit tests and fixing > tracing code to see what happens where >> writing actual feature } 


